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           UNITEC Textile Decoration Co.,Ltd 
 

                                                                                                    Serial No#:UN2019-2020 

 
QUALITY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

 
ROLLER FABRIC BOUGHT IN COATED 

 
CRITERIA/TEST     TOLERANCE        
 
ROLL SIZE     Rolls ideally to be 30m plus allowance. 
                                                                                If purchased as bigger rolls to breakdown then up to 200m or to a 

max weight of 90kg. 
 
PACKING Wrapped in tough clear polythene, Rolled without creases face                                                                

inside. 
 Packed to avoid flat spots / handling damage/Face pile direction to                                                                                                                           

be marked. Rolls to be packed to prevent transit damage 
 
JOINS      Rolls can have two splices with a minimum length of 4m 
      Allowance of 2m to be given for splices by supplier 
 
TUBE SIZE     75mm ID if large rolls 
      50mm ID if small rolls 
 
WIDTH      To agreed spec, no narrower 
 
BATCH NUMBERS                                                Every different batch to have a different number to avoid colour 

problems. 
 
ALLOWANCE     Maximum 8m per roll at 30m 
 Maximum 3 tags per 10m or 6 tags per 30m, All faults over 1m to                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

be cut out. 
                                                                               The 2-3m indentation at the beginning of the fabric roll is allowed 

    
TAGGING                                                               Tag all clearly visible faults with colored stickers. 
                                                                                Faults that are feature of the fabric to be agreed in writing and are 

not tagged. All faults need to be tagged regardless, Faults 
over 1m in size need removing  

 
CURLING No curl on edges acceptable, some fabrics 1.5-2.5cm curled is                                                                                       

allowed 
                                                                                   
 
 
WAVYEDGE/RIPPLED    No rippled wavy edges acceptable 
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EDGES      Trimmed to width 
 
BOW/SKEW     Max 2 % over width of fabric 
        
LIGHT FASTNESS Min 6 to blue wool standards BS EN ISO105 Xenon arc fading lamp                                                                                           

test 
 
WEIGHT     + / - 5 % of std 
 
SHADE VARIATION    No edge to edge or length color variation 
        
SHADE CONTINUITY To L*A*B value 1 and visual assessment to standard and batch to                                                      

batch 
 
FABRIC THICKNESS    + / - 12 % of normal std 
 
YARN LOCK     No easily removable fibre or thread 
 
HANDLE     Subjective to agreed standards 
 
LAY FLAT     Fabric to lay flat showing no ripples or cockles 
 
BLACKOUT CRITERIA    No pin holes / Halo at 9000 lux  
 

HEAT FASTNESS    120 deg c for 30 mins – check yellowing  
 
FLAME RETARDENT    BS 5867 1980 Part 2 type B, NFPA701 
 
RUB FASTNESS     Dry - min 4 ,Wet - min 3-4 BS EN ISO x 12 1995  
 
IDENTIFICATION                                                  Label to be affixed to outside of polythene to include description,                                                                                                

batch Number, quality 
 
ODOR                   Fabric should be odor free 
 
PATCHY/POOR COATONG   None to be present 
 
BANNED DYES                                                      No dyes or chemicals are to be used that have been Listed in the                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Oeko-Tex standard.    
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 


